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Seattle Uni*versi*ty 
COMMENCEMENT 1990 
Sunday, June 3, 1990 - 1:00 p.m. 
Seattle Center Arena 
fl Seattle f university 
Commencement 
Seattle Center Arena 
Sunday, June 3, 1990 - 1:00 p.m. 
PROGRAM 
	
MUSIC 	 'Canzona per Sonare No. 2" 
Giovanni Gabrieli 
"Alleluia" from Exsultate Jubilate 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 








Emerald City Brass Quintet 
	
PROCESSIONAL 	 "Pomp and Circumstance" 
Edward Elgar 
HILDEGARD R. HENDRICKSON, PH.D. 
Grand Marshal 
ROBERTB. GRIMM. SJ ,  PH.D. 
Mace Bearer 
JANE W. PETERSON, PH.D. 
DAVID MADSEN, PH.D. 
DANIEL B. MATLOCK. PH.D. 





HONORARY DEGREE CITATIONS 
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS 
STUDENT SPEAKER 
PRESENTATION OF DEGREES 




JOHN D. ESHELMAN, 
Provost 
MARY ROMER CLINE, MDIV. 
Director, Campus Ministry 
REV. WILIIAM J. SuI.I.IVAN, SJ,  PH.D 
President, Seattle University 
JOHN E. HOPCROFT 
Joseph C. Ford Professor,  Cornell University 
Distinguished Seattle University alumnus 
ALENE H. MoRis 
Inspiring teacher, author and counselor 
QuINcY D. JONES JR. 
Gifted musician, composer, arranger, producer 
BRIAN J. BALDWIN 
Albers School of Business 
NIK0IA5J. DAMASCUS, M.F.A. 
WII.I.I.M A. Guppy, PH.D. 
JAMES W. KING, Si, S.T.D. 
KATHLEEN M. TRESELEP, M.N 
RoY P. WAHLE, ED.D. 
REv. WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN, Si. PH.D. 
President, Seattle University 
JOHN D. ESHELMAN, PH.D. 
Provost 
REV. Wn.I.IAM J. SULLIVAN, SJ, PH.D. 
President, Seattle University 
JOHN TOuT0NGHI 
REV. STEPHEN SUNDBORG, SJ.  S.T.D. 
Assistant Professor,  Theology and Religious Studies 
Rector ofJesuit Community 










On November 16, 1989, a detachment of the Salvadoran Army took six Jesuit 
faculty members and two women out of their residence and murdered them at the 
Jesuit university in San Salvador. The heads of four priests and their cook were 
brutally and deliberately shattered. 
None of these academics had supported either side in the civil war in El 
Salvador. Their one crime was that their academic research and teaching 
concentrated on causes and solutions for poverty and oppression in their country. 
They were martyred for their quest for truth, as the manner of their execution 
symbolizes. 
Three months later, the Father General of the Society of Jesus named five other 
Jesuits from various nations to continue their work at the Jesuit university in El 
Salvador. 
The murder of these individuals is an attack on the very purpose of every 
university. From their courageous witness to the quest for a truth upon which peace 
and justice can be founded, Seattle University draws strength and renews its purpose 
to seek that same truth. 
Rev. Joaquin Lopez y Lopez, SI, 72, founder of the Universidad 
Centroamericana in San Salvador in 1965, and national director of Fe y Allegria, 
a Jesuit organization for basic primary and secondary education of the poor through-
out Latin America. 
Rev. Ignacio Ellacuria, SI, 59, president of the university for the past ten 
years, previously an internationally known professor of liberation theology. 
Rev. Segundo Montes Mow, SI, 56, professor of sociology and political 
science and director of the universitys Institute for Human Rights, researching the 
situation of Salvadoran refugees. 
Rev. Juan Ramón Moreno Pardo, SI, 56, professor of theology, teacher of 
physics and mathematics, vice director of the Msgr. Romero Center, formerly novice 
director for the Central American Jesuits. 
Rev. Amando Lopez Quintana, SI, 53, professor of theology, formerly rector 
of El Salvador's national seminary. 
Rev. José Ignacio Martin Baró, SI, 47, vice rector of graduate studies, 
formerly professor of social psychology, the most authoritative designer of public 
opinion polls in El Salvador. 
Sra. Julia Elba Ramos, 42, mother of four, cook for the Jesuit community 
at the university. 




JOHN E. HoPcRoYr 
John E. Hoperoft, you have been elected to the National Academy of Sciences, one of the highest professional 
distinctions accorded an engineer. Such recognition among your peers attests to your numerous contributions to engineering 
theory and practice. 
For your work in the development of the mathematical theory of algorithms, the Association for Computing Machinery 
honored you with the Turing Award, the oldest and most prestigious award in the computer science discipline. 
You have contributed to the body of engineering knowledge through authorship of several outstanding computer science 
textbooks. 
These accomplishments, and your appointment at Cornell University as the Joseph C. Ford Professor of Computer Science, 
attest to your achievements in computer science. 
In the true spirit and tradition of Jesuit education, you have applied your knowledge and expertise in a manner that allows 
others to benefit and grow. 
The acknowledgement of your accomplishments as a student, scholar, instructor and academic administrator brings honor 
to Seattle University, your alma mater. 
Therefore, in recognition of these accomplishments, upon you, John E. Hoperoft, Seattle University proudly confers the 
degree, doctor of humanities, honoris causa. 
ALENE H. MoRis 
Alene H. Moris, you are a recognized career and life planning counselor and organizational consultant. In 1972 you were a 
co-founder of the Individual Development Center in Seattle. In 1986 you founded Sabah House, a residential counseling service 
for adults in transition,which has been recognized as a pioneering effort in the counseling field. 
You have shared your knowledge and expertise through many efforts. Your book, Uncommon Sense, received wide acclaim 
among your peers and the general public alike. 
During the last 15 years you have presented countless seminars to professional associations, corporations, universities and 
international conferences. During a pivotal period in our nation's socio-economic history you served as consultant on all aspects 
of women in the workplace, addressing issues such as futuristic work patterns and male/female work relationships. 
Your vision has inspired many to consider creative and positive options for their future and the future of our community. 
You are recognized as a servant leader whose business is the growth of persons. 
You have unselfishly supported the academic and community service efforts of Seattle University. Therefore, in recognition 
of all these accomplishments, upon you, Alene H. Morris, Seattle University proudly confers the degree, doctor of humanities, 
honoris causa. 
QUINCY D. JONES 
Quincy D. Jones, you are recognized as the complete artist. Your career as a composer, record producer, artist, film 
producer, arranger, conductor, instrumentalist, television producer, recording company executive and more, has been marked 
by consistent innovation, impeccable taste and a harmonic mingling of consummate artistry and universally popular appeal. 
Nurtured briefly at Seattle University, your genius has been acclaimed for nearly four decades. Your collaborations with 
early post-swing musicians to today's high-tech, multi-media artists have been lauded around the world. 
Aithough your horizons have expanded to equal your talents, you have continued to have an impact at home through your 
support of music education at Seattle's Garfield High School. Your concern for humankind is evident through your support of 
Chicago's People United to Save Humanity. The world marveled when you arranged the historic, "We Are The World" recording 
session, which proved that musicians from every popular genre could unite to make a difference in the lives of millions of their 
fellow human beings. 
Therefore, in recognition of all these accomplishments, upon you, Quincy D. Jones, Seattle University proudly confers the 
degree, doctor of humanities, honoris causa. 
Five 
College of Arts and Sciences 
JAMES L. STARK, DA, ACTING DEAN  
RIcHARD P. HIcREY AwARD 	 GREGORY A. BECKMAN 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College of Arts and Sciences. Selection is based upon the students total 
contribution to academic life and is made by the department chairpersons and program directors of the college. The two-volume 
compact edition of the Oxford English Dictionary is given as the award, which honors the memory of Dr. Richard P. Hickey, 
professor of English, a beloved and respected teacher at the university from 1947 until his death in 1968. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
MARY Jo GuzMAN ALEJO PETER ANDREW BRODIE WENDY BOUVIER DAVIS* 
MICHAF:I.KERRYALLEN MICHAEL SHANNON BRYANT V. CHRIsTIAN DAY 
cum laude 
IvY LYNN ALSTON CHERYL L&ND BUCHANAN 
cam laude STEVEN JOSEPH DEGRACIA 
CLAIRE ELLEN AMOS-ENNS 
ThOMAS SEEI.Y BUCKI.EY REBECCA L. DEHEN 
KIMBERLEY K ANAB].E 
cam laude ANN MARIE BUNGER BRIAN PATRICK DENNEHY 
cam laude 
JEANNE ELLEN ANI)ERSON RIcIIAIW Louis DESIMONE 111* 
EUZABETH MARY Bumu 
JOELI.E KATHLEEN ANDERSON cam laude ERIC ROBERT DRESBECK 
KATHRYN LEE APPELBERG# KATHLEEN T. BUSHMAN JUUE DODSON DREYER 
cum laude 
JULIA LARSON CALHOUN RITA ANNA DUFRESNE 
STACY SUE ARCHIBALD* 
VlcroIIA ANNE CAMPBEI.I. TIMOTHY F1TZGERAI.D DURKAN* 
BRADLEY SAMUEL BAKER 
APRIL JEANE1TE CARR CHARLOYI'E DAN IELLE 
ANDREW KELLY BARUs EAGLETON* 
KEVIN LEE CARRIERE 
EUZABE-IH ANN BARNETI' KRISTINE M. ECHIGO 
CHRISTINE LYNETFII CHAPIN 
KIMBERI.Y ANN BAR0N* cum laude MARSHA RAE EDSCORN 
RIcHARI) DAVID BASH JR. ThOMAS MAXWELL CHAPMAN MICHELI.E RENAL Evirn 
cum laude 
cam laude 
SEAN DAVID BEARY 
MICHELE MARIE CI.ARiuI FREDERICK ZAPATA FERMIN 
GREGORY AMBRIDGE magna cam alude 
BECKMAN JR. FABRICE FERN1uw CLOUZEAU ELISABETH SUSAN FITZGIBBONS 
summa cam laude 
cam laude cam bade 
CARLA Jo BENOIT ToY PATRICK COALIVIAN* LINDA DENISE FIANNERY 
cum ,'o.ade 
JEANNE SUSANNA COEUILLE# JuU ANN FOUTCH' ANN MARIE BERINGER 
JULIE ANN COHLHEPP# CHRISTOPHER ANDREW Fox GRETCHEN DONNABOE BERKEY magna cam laude 
KATHLEEN MARIE CONNOR 
DANA ROCHELLE BISIACK ALEXANDRA ERIN FURNESS' 
magna cam laude VALERIE COOK 
KAREN JANINE BLUME cam baude 
PATRICIA SUN GARCIA 
cam bade TERRANCE AlAN C0REY* CHRISTINE P;E GATES' 
HARLEY WILLIAM BOXALL 
TENA K. CROSBY PENELOPE R GEISBUSH 
cam laude 
CAITLIN ANN BREEN JAY C. DAI.1.ENBACH 
magna cam laude LISA LEE GIROLAMI 
two baccalaureate degrees awarded 
participating in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Six 
DEBORA RM. GIR5ANG' CHRISTINA MARIE KELLY RENÉE MIcHAI 
CATHRINE GOTTFRIEDSON PAUL MURRAY KELLY CARLA ELIZABETH MaAN  
magna cum laude 
DONALD EUGENE GRE'1 STACIE LYN KENTOP 
cum laude AUSON LEE MILEs 
CHERIE MARIE GREEN 
cum laude ERIN MARiE KILEY AJME Jo MILLER-RICKEL 
FREDRICK JOSEPH GRGIcH' MA'ITHEW RILEY KING 
magna cum laude 
laude STUART BARNES MINER* 
JAMES ANDREW GUINAN 
LISA ANNE LAMBERT MARFHAJo MITCHELL 
MARIE ANN HAHLER 
LISA RAE LARA PETER KENDALL MOE 
JAMES DAVID HALL JR. 
K. MARiE LEAF JOSEPH MARTIN MONDA# 
JOANNE DORPAT HALVERSON 
alude JOSEPH BURKE LEVAN CATHARINE ANN MOREHEAD 
MARTAMARIE HAMMOND LYNNEANGELIQUELIND cumlaude 
JAMES CARL HANKEN JR' ROBERT KEITH LIPPINcOYF* KRISTIN ANN NELSON 
CYNTHIA DIANE HANSEN* MARY MICHELLE LLOYD MA-1THEW D. NoiAN  
cum laude 
ROSALIE ANN HANSEN FREDERICKY. NYSTA 
ROBERT LUSKEY 
LAuRA BETH HANSON ELIZABETH ANNE OAKSMITH LINDA SUsAN MACHR summa cum laude 
DEBORAH D. HARRIS summa cum alude MAYBELLE F. 	 cjp* 
-I JOHN MATHEW MACLEAN 
ThEODORE CONRADHARRIS WILLLAM F. OCAMPO 
ANDREW ROBERT HENDERSON ANGELIQUE G. MACRIS cum laude 
DANIEL ALAN MADDEN SHARON MARIE OLSEN 
STACY MARGARET HERMSEN magna cum laude 
CARRIE LYN MAGNUSON* 
CHRISTINA MARIE H!GHTOWER STEVEN MASARU ONo 
SAMANTHA VANESSA MALAY 
TOsH!xI HIRATA ADAM GAMAL 0TH MAN 
cum laude PAMELA MONICA E. 
CHERVI. ANN BY HIU MARQUARDT 
KAREN VIRGINIA Ps 
cum laude 
APRIL ELIZABETH HocKm4 BERNADETE PERENA MARY ELIZABETH PARKS' 
MARQUEZ 
DEBORAH SCHUYLER HUDSON JENNIFER DE PELIKAN 
inagna cum laude MARGUERITE DENISE MARTIN 
cum laude BODETFE DIANE PENNING 
BETH LOUISE HUEBNER cum laude 
cum laude KATHLEEN C. MCCLASKEY# 
magna cum laude TANYA MARIE PETERSON 
LYNNE ANGELI JOHNSTON 
MEGAN PAIGE MCCLENDON PAMELA ELAINE PETITF 
CAPRICE D. JONES cum laude 
SHERr DENAE MCCLuRE' 
DEBORA RAE JONES JEFFREY DAVID PHILLIPS' 
cum laude SHARON FAYE MCDANIEl. 
JAM ES ALEXANDER PHIL? 
KAREN VICTORIA JONES ROBERT F. MCDERMOTF magna cumlaude 
MYRTICE MAXINE TOLIVER LAURA MARIE MCMAHON' LEIGHANN PIERRE 
KAMAU cum laude 
MARY LOUISE MEANY 
MICHAELJOHN KAUTZMAN NANCY S. PISCONSM 
KIMBERLY ANN MEDVEDICH summa cum laude 
JOHN RAY KELLISON' 
ROSALINDA ECHANIS MENDOZA LOUISE ADELE PISTON 
magna cum laude 
two baccalaureate degrees awarded 
in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Seven 
Bachelor ofArts, continued 
STEPHANIE ANN RAsIc MARY H. SNOWDEN VINCENT MARK VACCARO 
rum laude 
MELINDA CAROLYN RICE PrmR JOSEPH VANDENBERG 
rum laude AIMEE D. SOLOVE 
magna rum laude CHARLENE MARIE VANEYI'EN 
DANIEL AlAN RICHARDSON 
cum laude KENNETH ALLEN SPENCE SARAH ANNE VERHAREN 
LAURENCE ARTHUR RICKEL SUZANNE E. STARK ANITA BRENDEUA VISINTAINER 
TEY N. RILEY - TASHAJACQUELINE STACIEJO WAMSLEY* 
STEPHENSON 
DAVID JOHN ROBERTS' rum laude LOUISE VIcI<IE Jo WEAVER 
rum laude 
MARGARITA MARCELO R000- WENDY SUE STEWART 
SUZANNE MICHELLE WEIBLER 
CHARLES SAMUEL ROYER ROBIN CELESTINE STILLS 
NICHOLAS K WILHOWSKY 
CAROLINE MARIE RUDOLPH SHARI LEANNE STOICAN 
rum laude NATHAN DANIEL WILKINSON 
SUSAN G. RUSSELL 
rum laude KELLY ANN SUMMERS MARY E. WILLIAMS 
GINA SCANL.N AGNES P. TABUTOL TRACEY PATRICK WILLIAMS* 
rum laude 
MARY ROSE SCHOENMAKERS 
ALLISON JOY TADEO' CHARLOTFE ANDREA 
magna rum laude MILES ED WARD TAYLOR 
WINTERMANN- 
CLAYTON JAMES SCHONBERGER 
magna rum laude SUSAN RENE WOERDEHOFF* 
CHARLES QUINTO TESSARO 
DOROTFIYE. SCHULTZ SUsAN MARY WOLF 
TAWNYA LEE SCHU1TER 
BRIDGET LEE THURSTON# 
LYNN ELLEN WOLFE 
TIFFANY KAREN TIBBETIN 
MICHELE LEE SCOTF YvETFE WRIGHT 
ANNIBELLE AGNES TOGLE 
WILLIAM ThoMi\s SHEWEY SHELLY S. YIM 
cum laude MONIQUE LOUISE TREMBIAY rum laude  
PEISHAN SUSANNA SIIIEH* GARR1CK WING CHEONGTSE 
CRISTINA ROSA ZAPPOLI# 
rum laude 
VICTORIA DENISE SIMMONS' JUNICHI UMEHARA CiRE E. ZIEGLER 
rum laude rum laude 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HUMANITIES 
LIANN 5AE.kj-f CHELLSTORP 	 JOHN DAVID GRIESER 	 HEATHER ANN MoNi'M; 
ALAN H. DOWNEY 	 BARRY M. JAMES 	 HELEN M. PATFEE 
MICHAEL A DRUMMEY 	 MICHELLE L'NN JUENEMANN 	 MARIA LIZA BORGONIA ROMERO 
rum laude 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIAL SCIENCES 
ThOMAS STANLEY ALFREY SR 	 JANET EHRENFREUND JENNIFER ANN HARNISH 
SHERRY LmN ANDERSON MICHAEL GLEN FITZGERALD LISA CORRINE HICION 
JAMESJEFFERSON DAVIS HOwARD BERTRAND FOY- SHARON LYNN KLEIN 
rum laude rum laude 
ROBERTA GOBLE 
KIMBERLY KAY DEMENT TINA LOUISE KLINE 
AMY ANN GRIs1 
l)ONAIn WAYNE DUNAVANT* STEVEN FREDRICK LARSEN 
AMY HELENE HARMAN 
ROIIEI(I OI.soN EGELSTAD 
two baccalaureate degrees awarded 
participating in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Eight 
SALLY EIcHLER MOoRE 
	 SONJA LEE REITER 	 DEBRA FAITH WEISS 
EMIKO OBU 
	 MARK DAVID SCHLOSS 	 CHRISTINE ELISE WOOD 
GREGORY GERAR PUDWILI. 	 YuMI WATANABE 	 TIMOTHY LEE ZYLSTRA 
BACHELOR OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
SALEH BAKR AL-BARNAWI SHARON-MARIE HESLIN JEFFREY Scorr MICHAEL 
VALERIE LEIGH BARNES DIANA R. KAUTZ PETER JOHN MONTEMAYOR 
LAWRENCE MICHAEL BLUE LAURA ANN KEARNY JOHN MICHAEL MUMM 
cum bade 
KENNETH RAY BROOKS SEAN KELLY O'LOUGHLIN 
ROBERT JOHN KENNAR* 
JERRY LEE CAMPBELL LAURIE ANN SHAW 
JON KEONILAU 
ALTA MARY CASE JAMES SCO1T ThOMAS 
VERONICA J.I. LOPEZ* 
ARIN GARY DARLINGTON PATRICK Tho THoMAS 
cam baude TANGUY FRANCOIS MARTIN 
JAMES ThOMAS THORBURN 
DEBRA DIANE DRAIN DANIEL JOHN MCDONAGH cam laude 
JEFFREY ERLE EDMISTON PAUL ThOMAS MCHUGH DONNA LOUISE WATERS 
ROSA LYNN D. GIRI* MICHELLE LOUISE MEIGHAN DAVID CARL WILLIAMS* 
RACHEL S. WYMAN 
magna cam laude 
BACHELOR OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
AHMED ABDULLA AL-K1JWARI ROBERT GALvAN ALICIA MARIE OSSENKOP 
IVY LYNN ALSTON KENNETH C. GORDON PATRICIA SIMON 
cam laude 
MICHAEL STEVEN ARBOW ThOMAS DANIEL SPANGLER 
LISA MARIE HILL* 
DAVID CARLASHBAUGH MARY LYNN SULLIVAN 
STEPHANIE ANN KAWAMOTO 
CAROL J. BALICOCO BENITAYVETI'E THOMAS 
REBECCA LEE KERR 
JENNY CATHLIN BALLEW * Ross EvAN WILTSE 
JEFFREY DEAN LAMONT cam laude 
IMELDA SisoN DIAMANTE* 
DAVID H. 0 , MFARA  
magna cam bade 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
DANIELLE KATHRYN BUCKMAN 	 PETRA ANN GAGNON 
"two baccalaureate degrees awarded 
*paicipating 
 in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Nine 
Albers School of Business 
JERRY A. ViscioNE, PH.D. DEArS 
PAUL A VOLPE AWARD 	 JOSHUA AGOTRIN 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating senior in the Albers School of Business. Selection is based on academic excellence 
and contributions to the school, the university and the community. The award is in memory of Paul A. Volpe, dean of the School 
of Business from its inception in 1945 until 1961. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
FAZNI SANI ABDUL GHANI ANTHONY GRANT BONTRAGER RODNEY CONN DEAN 
ZULKAFFLI ABDUL MAJID PAUL R BRIDGE EVERHARD DIRK DEMEESTER* 
cum laude 
MARIA MARIKO AKIYAMA ADUA DESIMONE 
MARCH CHERYL BROWNFIELD cum laude 
ADEI. K}1ALIL ALFARDAN 
NANCYJOAN BUCHANAN MAI-WAN DINH* 
MUBARAK SAAD AhHARBI cum laude 
RONNIE K Dol 
MUSLIMSAADIAL.JEHANI* PHUONGT. BUI* 
CHARLENE MAR;ARET 
MAQBOOI.ALI Ai,-sArnjj.1 CARL R. BURKHOI.DER DOWNING 
ABDULAZIZ ABDULIAH ALISON CLARE CABLE ERIN LEE EDDINS 
ALOTHIMIN* 
MARY ANN CALLGHAN CELIA DALrF ELIGI0 
LESLA MARRIE ARAGON 
CYDNEY CAMPBELL SCOTT MICHAEl. FALLIS 
MELISSA LYNN ARNZEN cum laude 
cum laude GEORGE ThOMAS CAPPLEMAN 
BERNIE PALOMO FERNANDEZ 
NERI CALAYAN ATIENZA EDWARD CARTER CARR 
DAVID PATRICK FLINK* 
JAMES E. B.1uN* MELISSA LOUISE KATHERINE 
Cico SEAN EDWARD STUART FOLEY 
BRIAN JOSEPH BALDWIN 
cum laude MICHAEL RAYMOND CASEY* TAMNIY A FRAZIER 
PHILIP STEPHEN BALLATA LINDA ELVIRA CHAN JULIEANNE FROMM 
cum laude 
KEVIN WILLIAM BARBER YOUNGHUN CHOI 
TAMARA YVONNE GARRETT 
LE5IIE ANN BARICH CELINA CHOU 
cu,n laude DONALD D. GARRISON 
CAMJUA BARKER DANIEL CIANCY COLLINS CHRISTOPHER MARION GEHRIG 
magna cum laude ThOMAs J. CONNAUGHTON 
DAVID LLOYD GEORGE II 
SOLVEIG ELLEN BARN ETT 
cum laude JEFFREY LAMAR COOK JUSTIN C. GERTLER 
DALE THOMAS BEACH CRYSTAI. ElAiNE COOPER GERRi GARDINER GILPIN 
MICHELLE JULINE BENITEZ IRMA E. CORLEY magna cum laude 
BERIT LIA BENSON STEPHEN MICHAEL CUMMINS 




ANNA DELEON BIGNAYAN 
participating in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Ten 
EUGENE DEV GoPALAN ROBERT AlAN KNowIis SusAN L. McGu!RE* 
KIMBERLYANN GROTH CAR0IXNAI.ExIs KOPPE * MICHAELTATE MCHUGH 
TIMOTHY ROBERTTUOMAS KRISTINE L KORNELL SABRINA MCINTOSH 
Guppy- 
DAVID ANDREW KozAK AMIR ESMAIL MEHRABI 
ALEXANDER HA 
MARIKA ANN KUHLMAN SHAWN ANTHONY MESAROS 
MOHAMMED CAMEEL HAMADE 
MARy GWVER LA}ITI Eiuc A. MIKKELSEN 
TODD ROCKHOLD HANSEN summa cum laude 
GEORGE WILLIAM MILLER III 
ANGUS W. HAERIs# JOHN PING CHUNG LAP 
Mr!N Scorr MILLER 
ROBERT WILLIAM HARRIS# MICHAEL DAVID LAPORTE 
JAMES EDWARD MONAHAN 
KEVIN GUEFLE HAY LESLIE KAL LEE 
DINO G. MoRENi 
SUSAN SIMMONS HENSON SooK LEE* 
PAMElA ANN MORRIER 
ThOMAS ROGER HICKS VICTOR LOCK LEE 
EUzABRTH E. MORTENSEN 
LINDAJEAN HINES WAI-CHEE LEE* 
MICHELLE MARIE MORTENSON 
DAVID GORDON HOAGIAND KIRK DENNIS LEMOINE cum laude 
cum laude 
OTro LERMO DANTHANH HOANG NGUYEN * 
BRITA JANE Hovro 
MICHELLE LETFUNICH NEIL SAMUEL NISCO 
TUCK FONG Hoo 
cum laude DANIEL DEAN LEWIS RICHARI) MICHEAL NORMAN JR. 
CHRISTINA HUFF MAREYC.LILES SHARRON JEAN O'DONNELL 
cum laude 
PAulA LoUISE Hui.s CHAN-RITMEA LIM* 
JOHN FRANCIS O'DORE 
JOHNATHAN H. JACKSON ENG-KWONG LIM 
MEOW YAN ONG 
BARRY M. JAM ES RIPIN LINAWATY cuni laude 
VERNON W. N. JAY# STEVEN ROBERT LINDEI,I. JOSEPH DANsO OPONG 
cuni laude 
KRISTIAN SCO1TJOHNSONJR ROBERTA. LIYI'LETON 
NICHOLAS CHRISTOPHER 
SHEILA DENISE JONES CATHERINE GERDA LOUER PALLIS JR 
SIERAH JOTA DAN C. LuTERAN TODD ANDREW PALMER* 
SANDRA MARIE JUNDT TODD EvEorr MACOMBER Ol-PHIN PANG 
VORARATANA JUTIMITI'A JOSEPH PATRICK MANCA KAREN VIRGINIA PARxs# 
cum laude cum laude 
LYNNE BARBARA I(ALAN 
ANDREA LEE MARSHALL DAVID MICHAEL PAUL- 
MICHAEl, JOHN KARI.00K 
magna cum laude AMET.IA K MASMAN MARK STEVEN PERKINS 
MARY JOSELYN KENNER- MARC LESLIE MAXWEll. KATHY B. PHAM 
LEANNE MAIE KING JOHN GERALD MCALLISTER JR. LAURENCE BENJAMIN 
PLESKOFF* 
#two 
 baccalaureate degrees awarded 
participating in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Eleven 
Bachelor ofArts  in Business Administration, continued 
DAvID GARTH PUTNAM ROBERT HENRY SIRMANS CHANDRATOLLEFSEN 
cum laude 
ANDREW H. SMrFH BENJAMIN ARTHURTRIGG In 
AGUNG RACHMAT* 
JENNIFER JEAN SMITH ERIKAMARSHANNETSUJIKAWA 
DAVID LAWRENCE REMY 
DONALD ALBERT SNYDER JENNIFER ANN TW'MARK 
JAM ES MICHAEL RIDGEWAY 
LAKSH MI SRICHAWLA* SUDAPORN UAMPORNVANICH* 
MARIA LIzA BORGONLA 
ROMERO * MATTHEW HowARt) STACEY STANLEY DENNIS VALDRY III 
cum laude 
HEIDI Jo STEENERSON STEVEN MIcHA1I. VANDERVEER 
ToDc B. ROWE cum laude 
(;IOVANNA KATLIN VENERO 
AARON Quo RUDL0FF* TINA LU SThPHENSON cum laude 
PHAEDRA DIANE RUSSELI. KAREN FRANCES SUMMERS SUSAN ANN WALUKIEW1CZ 
cum laude cu,n laude 
KEIKO MARIA WATANABE 
ABDULIAHT. ESALJH JOOHOAYTAN* 
DENISE MARIE WAmD 
RICHARD TODD SANDERS* SHIRLEY XuAN -LING TAN 
ANNE-MARIE B. WES-TLING 
MICHAEL DANIEL SANDHOP DALE DWIGHT TANGEMAN JR. 
cum laude COREY STEVEN WILLIAMS 
REBECCA LYNN SCHLAGER 
JEFFREY GROVER TAYLOR MARC EDMUND WILLIAMS 
HANS E. SCHNEEBERGER 
MICHAEL DAVID ThOMAS JOAN N ELIZABETH WISZMANN 
ANTHONY CHRISTOPHER cum laude magna cum laude 
SEPANSKI 
GARY DAN ThOMPSON KATHRYN TRAN WoN(;* 
BLAINE PAUL SHAFFER* 
BRADLEY MARTIN ThORDARSON TAIKO YAMAZAKI* 
TIMOTHY PATRICK SIEWERT* 
CONAN CLIFFORD THORNHLLI. SAMIRA ELISE YUNKER 
SI-CHIN SIM 
cum laude DAvII) RiCHARD I'OLL CHARLES MA1THEW ZUBROD 
cum laude 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS 
CHRISTOPHER JOHN GRoss* 
BERYLY ABE ERIC CHARI.ES SWANSON* 
WAI-CHEE LEE* 
TRACY L CHAN CLA 	 WILL 	 TIBBIm  
IL 	 VEIX RALPH ETAN magna curn laude 
TIMOTHY ALLEN DAn DAVID JOHN VOTAVA  ROBERT WITHERS NAmLI 
JOSHUA ABRAHAM GOTRIN PAUL WILSON  
magna cum laude 
EDwARD J. SHEEHY 
two bachelor's degrees awarded 
'participating in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Twelve 
School of Education 
JOHN J. GILR0Y, PH.D., DEAN 
ST. IGNATIUS OF LOYOLA Awiw 	 PAMElA ROWELL 
MARY Tow'oNGHI 
Presented annually to the outstanding graduate in the School of Education. Selection is based on academic achievement, 
excellence in student teaching, evidence of commitment to teaching and evidence of leadership. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
KAThRYN LEE APPELBERG# 	 APRIL ELIZABETH Hociuyr' 	 PAUL JAMES MONAHAN 
rum laude 	 rum laude 
JOSEPH BURKE LEVAN 
DONAI.D WILLIAM BOITANO 
	 PATRICK HIDEO OIsHI 
MA CONCEPCION PEREZ 
SusAN D. GIROux 	 LINDGREN' 	 REBECCA MARIE REED 
rum laude 
JANNE1TE MARIE HENZLER 
rum laude 	 MICHAEL X. WILLIAMS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN REHABILITATION 
ELIZABETH SANERIVE AFOA 	 TERESITA HERNANDEZ 	 ARLEEN N. NAKAMURA 
MARY FRANCES CUNE 	 YVONNE LOWRIMORE 	 HOLLIS LOFSTROM NELSON 
PArRICIA KAY HEDRICK 	 TAM MY M. MORGAN-STEWART 	 GAIL P. SHEARER 
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION 
TRACY ANN ABRAHAMSON LISA MICHELE HANSON JESSE WILLIAM SHOOK 
cum laude cum laude 
CHERYL MARIE AMIOT JOHANNA D0RE HERNANDEZ JOSEPH KINGSLEY SKILLINGS III 
ISABEL ROSE ARRANZ rum laude rum laude 
rum laude TERESA GAL HOLM MELISSA ANN STEPHENS 
SHERRY BAKKETUN rum laude magna rum laude 
cum laude COLBY FRANCES HOVEN CHARI.ENE ANN SZUCH 
NATALIE Ho SOON CHAR rum laude 
ROSEMARIE TANNICH 
SHARON JEAN CHASTAIN 
JENNIFER ANNE HOWARD magna rum laude 
rum laude 
SAI II SHELTON THIBAUDEAU 
JENNIFER LYNN DEPHELPS KATHERINE H0N0RE LkNGHANS 
TANI RAE THORSTENSON 
TANIA MARIE DESROSIERS MARY KATHERINE LETOURNEAU rum laude 
THERESA GATE DICKSON MARY JO MADDEFORD MARY LORICE TOIJTONGHI 
magna rum laude rum laude magna rum laude 
LISSA L. EAGAN TERESA ANNE PAIzzo MARIE ANN WIKAN 
rum laude 
JANET MEREDITH RICHARDS CRISTTNA ROSA ZAPPOLI 
JENNIFER MARIE GONZALEZ 
cum laude rum laude 
TOD NIELSEN HALL' PAMELA ROWELL 
cum laude 
#two bachelors degrees awarded 
participating in ceremony although degree requirements not yet complete 
Thirteen 
School of Nursing 
KATHLEEN E. KORTHUIS, PHI).. RN., DEAN 
SISTER MARY Rum NIEH0FF AwARD 	 BARBARA CHASAN 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the School of Nursing. Selection is based upon the student's academic 
achievement, excellence in nursing and participation in school and community activities. The award honors the memory of Sister 
Mary Ruth, who was dean of the School of Nursing from 1955 to 1968. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
SHANNON MARIE ANDERSON 
EILEEN NANCY BE* 
GEORGINA MAY BASc0NcILLo 
DARLENE WYUE BAXmR 
MARLO AUCE BRAUN 
KRISTINE ANN BROWN 





KATRINA MARIE CHAFFEE 
cum laude 
BARBARA R CHASAN 
cum laude 
JULIE ANN COHLHEPP# 
MARISA CHRISTINE CORDOVA 
CHRISTOPHER ALAN DOLPH' 
CAROLEE JUNE DRLLEVICH 
magna cum laude 
[AURA LEE FITZSIMMONS 
cum laude 
KATHLEEN MARY FLYNN' 
ANNE MARGUERITE FOSTER 
CLARISE MARIE GAVIN 
RENEE GORDON 
KATHRYN ANN GRINDELAND 
HELEN CANDA HnAI;o* 
LINDA AGNES HINDS 
RAN DI MARIE Howi 
cum laude 
JUUE MAUREEN HUEFFED 
JU1)ITH VINARAO ILAR 
JANE MARIE KELLY 
TIARA Koo 
ELIZABETH ESTELLE KRALL 
cum laude 
SHARON MARLETTE LACROSSE 
magna cum laud€ 
ROSLYN ANN ETFE LAZELLE 
DIANE MARIE LEVAD 
CYNTH IA AN N LILLEY 
ANNA HELENE MART! 
cum laude 
KELLY R.AR MCCAirnW 
LAURIE ANN MECKLEY 
cum laude 
DEBRA ANN MOHoRIc 
cum laude  
KERRI ANN MORALES 
TERESA MARIE MOTON 
TRACY LEI (Yrr 




AMANDA-LEAH REM UTH 
PATRICK ThOMAS ROTH' 
SUSAN RENEE RowE 
MARY EUZABETH SCHIATER 
cum laude 
CHRISTINE TERESA SCHMIDT 
cum 1aud 
KRISTEN KAY SHUPE 
magna cum laude 




MAUREEN GALE TUSS 
SHEUX DYAN WEST 
cum laude 
TIoY 0 DELL WIN N!NGHAM 
#two 
 bachelor's degrees awarded 
participating in ceremony although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Fourteen 
School of Science and Engineering 
TERRY J. VAN DER WERFF, D. PHIL., DEAN 
REVEREND EDMUND B. MCNULTY, Si, Awn 	 Mic D. So-rn 
Awarded to the graduating engineering student judged as typifying the qualifications of scholarship, leadership, 
dedication and inspiration of Father McNulty, founding dean of the School of Science and Engineering at Seattle University. 
JOHN S. Ju AwAan 	 JANICE L. MCGINNIS 
Awarded to the graduating science student who exudes the profound joy and wonder at new ideas, curiosity to pursue the 
unknown, and ability to integrate and apply knowledge exhibited by John S. Ju of the class of 1987. His enthusiam for learning 
inspired his peers and teachers to use and appreciate their own intellectual taients. 
BACHELOR OF ARI'S 
SHAMSAABDULLAAL.SEEFI 	 LELYN DULDULAO CURAMENG* 	 ANNE-MARIE MOLLERUS 
magna cum laude 
NAJAHYOUSOFASHRY 	 DEBoIR.M. GIRSANG* 
magna cum laude 	 TERRY N. RII.EY* 
AMER MOHAMMED MAXKI* 
FARz.AD ASKAI:tI 	 BRIAN PATRICK SCHORR# 
LOYD MCBROOM 
ARCADIO DELEON BIG NAYAN 	 Wiwi JOSEPH WOLF 
MEHDI FuAD M0HsIN 
CHAIG ROBERT BRANDON 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
SUSAN JANE GRONLUND 	
BRIDGET LEE ThIJRSTON THERESA LYNN HAINES 
MELISSA DAwI- JOHNSON 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY 
ABDIJLREHMAN S. ALHOWAR 	 PATRICK JOSEPH FINERTY JR. 
	
DAVID RIcHARI) KULIGOWSKI 
LESLiE VAIL BONTECOU* 	 BERHAN Y. GHERMAY 	 CARRIE ANN LEYH* 
CATHERINE DIANE BREwE * 	 TIMNIT GHERMAY 	 KATHRYN ROSE MCDONALD 
cern laude 	 cum laude 
APRIl. JEANE1TE CARR 
JOAN ALINE THROM 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY 
RASHID MOHAMMED ALOTHMAN 	 ThoMAS JOSEPH HIGGINS * 	 MICHAEL HENRY LONIE 
MARK PATRICK BozuE 	 RONALD ROY LILIENTHAL JR* 	 NINETFE DENAGE MARAK 
curn laude 
I-'ETROS GHERMAY 
two bachelors degrees awarded 
*participating 
 in ceremony, although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Ffleen 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
PAUl. JAMES BRIENEN' 
	 JACOB S. HA 
STAN CARI* 	 RlcHAJI EowAJW HooGsoN 
JOEL CHRISTLA.N COLBY 
	 LANCE JAY JACOBSON' 
JOHN KENNEDY FONTENOT 
	 KEVIN DUANE JOHNSON 
JASON K. KIKUTA 
PHILIP GEE GHIN KWOCK 




MOHD KArvIAL BAKAR 
GERARD JOSEPH BASS 
cum laude 
MARLYss MARIE BLOCK 
ANTHONY KIN-BONG CHAN 
HUSSEIN M. DUBAISY 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL CHEMISTRY 
JAMESJ0SEPH BurrrrrA 
cum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE 
TRAVIS DEAN DUTCHOVER' 
GREGORY PIERCE ELFERS 
BARBARA LEE ELLSWORTH 
GRETCHEN ANN GAYLOR 
SHAFIQ S. JESSA' 
LESLEY ANNE LABRADOR' 
LAN KHAC NGUYEN 
ADEL MOHAMMED SABRI 
JULIE MARIE SOLON 
cum laude 
PAO CHUNGTORNG' 
TAB Duc TRINH 
WIWAM JOSEPH WOLF 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CYTOTECHNOLOGY 
VIvIAN MARIE MAXWELL' 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND 
SUZANNE MARIE ADAMS 
MICI-IAEL JOSEPH DOYLE' 
KATHLEEN MARGARET HARDIE 
TERESA LOUISE HOLGATE 
STEPHANIE ANN JOBE 
cum laude 
MONICA MARIE Liy' 
ROSELLA PEARL MACFRAIL 
JANICE LUCILLE MCGINNIS 
sum,na cum laude 
REBECCA CARDIFF 
MCGO0DWIN* 
PF:FER C. MUNA 
TAMARA LEE RENZ 
two bachelors degrees awarded 
'participating in ceremony, although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Sixteen 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
ABDUIAZIZ FAu&o AL.DOSARI* HAN-CHYE Ho DAVID V. PIFJTROMONACO 
cum laude cum laude 
JAWAD FAH.r) AL-ISSA 
GIANG K. HOANG* REKHA VIRAL RADMIA 
Ai.i MOHAMED ALKUWARI* magna cum laude 
HIEu Huu HOANG 
ANDREw JAMES ALLEN KENNETH FRANz RABOLD 
magna cum laude TUONG V. HOANG magna cum laude 
cum laude 
ABDOLREZA AMIN DAVAR SHANNON JEAN RAUCH 
DON B. HOUGHTON 
SiRAK ARAYA* cum laude EsPlRrru D. SAI.DWAR* 
LkI)Y oAN ARNOII) ARTHUR RtJSSEIJ. JENKINS AFSHIN SHAGHAGHI 
ROBERT ALAN AUsTIN* RACHELI.E I.AIJOHNSON* ANDREW VICTOR INDALCIO 
SIGUENZA 
TINA LAN BAICY AIAwi AIAWI KADHEM 
JMRON FADHIELAB SIRELAI 
 GURDEV SINGH BASSAN BARBARA JEAN KELLEY* 
MARK DOUGLAS SoTo 
KRISTIN MORGAN BECK HEI.ENA KHEANG summa cum laude 
curn laude 
GEORGE KYNL JR. DALE HARVEY SPLETF 
FRANK HARi' BILODEAU III 
KIRK ALAN LEAF JOHN EDWIN STAFFORD* 
SHANNON JEANNETFE BROWN 
JOHN Lj LEUNG RACHELLE LAINE STAUB* 
RICHARD LAWRENCE ClARK 
cum laude JOSEPH DONALD MACK* GAYLORD BRENT STE WART 
ThOMAS J. DAVIS MEHDI FUAI) M0HsIN MARK ROBERT TAESCHNER 
FUNT MITCHELL DESKINS* JAMES RAYMOND MONROE JASON XAO TANG 
QUYTRONG Do GARY JOSEPH MUI.I.IN CHRISTOPHER JOHN TAYLOR 
cum laude 
NRA VAN DOAN * MOHSEN NAMAZI* 
DANIEL STUART ThONN 
HOLLIS WAYNE DUNCAN SANG Tu0I NG0 
KOKAW TiOK 
KOLIR0SH FARIvAR LANH VAN NGUYEN* 
FLOYD EDWARD TUFFS 
DONALD LEWIS GARDNER NGHIA BA NGUYEN* 
magna cum laude MATTHEW SEAN WADE 
PHUONG BA NGUYEN magna cum laude 
KAREEM M. GREIss 
GORDON LEE OBERG MARK LOUIS WAECHTER 
PATRICK NEAL HENDERLONG cum laude 
MATTHEW ANDREW PAINE 
KNISTINE LYNN HEN RY magna cum laude MATTHEW JONATHAN WO0* 
TIMOTHY WAYNE PTCKE]T* 
two bachelor's degrees awarded 
*participating in ceremony, although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Seventeen 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GENERAL SCIENCE 
GREGORY SALE COLBY 	 LYDWINA C. FELIPE 	 ROBERT F. LOSEY 
RAYMOND PATRICK DEMUm 	 JAMES DANIEL FRANKLIN 	 ROBERT DAVID OlsoN 
MARGO ANN ELWELL 	 SUsAN KAY HEIDEKE 	 SAADA HALIM SEMAAN 
GERRY B. EvANs 	 KRISTINE LYNN HENRY 	 DEC RAPHAEL SMITH 
STEPHEN COLBERT GIBBONS 	 TERRI BROOK H''IiE 	 FAAEA Nu'u TAIALEMOTU 
rum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION 
TARIK MOHAMMED AL-RIKAITI 	 JULIANNE ELSIE FERGUSON 	 LEVETINA FAIPAUA PENIATA 
AETONU 
LETICIA IDA M. BADUA 
	 CAROl. JEAN LY0N5* 
MELANIE THERESSA PERRY 
JEAN LOUISE ELTRINGHAM 	 KATHRYN E. MCELVAINE 	 magna rum laude 
rum laude 
LISA ANN SUNDBOM* 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS 
JULIE MARIE SOLON 	 JOHN ROBERT TOUTONGHI 
rum laude 	 summa rum laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
ELGIN ARTHUR ANDERSON 
rum laude 
PETER CHRISTER THOMAS BERGUS 
CHRISTOPHER PATRICK BLAKESLEE 
BRUCE DAVID BURNETT 
TIMMY Cw 
KENNETH HOWARD DICKENSON 
WALID KHOURI DOGHLI* 
SHANNON MARIE FLANAGAN* 
DANIEL RAYMOND GENDREAU 
rum laude 
VALENTINE V. GNANARAJAH 
CHRiSTINE MARIE HAHN 
GREGORY MARK HANSEN 
JOSEPH E. HARRINGTON 
MICHIELA.C. HOOGSTEDE 
CHRISTOPHER PETER JELLEN# 
MICHAEL DAVID JONES 
RYAN DAVID LARSON 
THOMAS ViNCENT LARSON 
BRIANJON LENNON 
SEHYUN LIM 
JOHN JEROME MCAVOY III 
ScoTT MICHAEL MCCARTHY 
ThOMAS ROY MCCULLOUGH 
JONDREA GABRIELLE MCKAY 
DAVID ARNOLD MERRILL* 
GLEN ThOMAS MITCHELL 
DIANE E. OH 
HANS JUERGEN PALLER 
RAYMOND ALLEN SNARING* 
FREDERIC R. SOUUER 
D0U;IAs PAUL THOMPSON 
Scorr RJCHARI)TORVE 
ANH CONGTRUONG 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGY 
ABDULREHMAN S. ALHOWAR# 
two bachelor's degrees awarded 
participating in ceremony, although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Eighteen 
Matteo Ricci College II 
BERNARD M. STECKLER, PH.D., DErc 
MAlTED RICCI COLLEGE AwARD FOR EXCELLENCE 	 AMY MARGARET GILBROUGH 
Awarded to the student who most closely realizes the Matteo Ricci College ideal: one who marvels at the wealth of human 
experience, yet wonders at its meaning; is open to diverse explanations, yet demands critical reflection; acknowledges any truth, 
yet questions its value and relevance; serves the human community, yet asks whether its values accord with the continuing 
revelation of the divine to humanity. 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
JAESON ERICK ALBRITTON ANGUS W. His' CHRISTY ANN MCPHERSON 
magna cum laude 
THEODORE ANDREW BAIRD ROBERT WILLIAM HARR1S 
ANNE MARIE MELGARD* 
MIGuEl. ROMERD BAUTISTA B.&mv M. JAMES# 
laude KELLY KATHI.EEN MII.ES 
CHRISTOPHER PETER JELLEN# 
KATHLEEN A. BRANDIS JOSEPH MARTI MONDA# 
HEIDI ANNE CAHAN 
VORARATANA JUTIMI1TA* KATHLEEN ANN ROACH 
APRIL JEANEYI'E CARR# 
LEVIN KAROVSKY DAVID JOHN ROBERTS# 
cum laude 
DANIEL CIANCY COLLINS' LEANNE MARIE KING# MARIA L1ZA ROMERO# 
cum laude 
ROGERALAN DowtY ROBERT F. LOSEY* BRIAN PATRICK SCHORR# 
AMY MARGARET GILBROUGH BERNADEITE PEREA MARQuEz 
cum laude ERIC CHARLES SWANSON* 
DAVID GIiAM 
TANGUY FRANCOIS MARTIN# PATRICIA MARIE WHEELDON 
TIMOTHY ROBERT GuPr JOHN PATRICK WRIGHT 
#tWo bachelors degrees awarded 
participating in ceremony, although degree requirements are not yet complete 
Nineteen 
Graduate School 
EDWARD J. JENNERICH. PH .D.. DiA1' AND ASSISTANT PRovosT FORACAI)EMIC ADMINISTRATION 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
DENNIS CHRIS BARNDT KRISTINA E. KJOSNES Epic L. PArr 
DANIEL PAUL CAWDREY JAMES ROBERT L&RIVIERE GAIL MARIE PAYNE 
RENA M. CULLOP ANITA L. MAMMOSER J.ROBERT PURVIS 
ROBERT L. DAVIS MARIANNE MERSEREAU GAIL PAmIcIA PYPER 
WILLIAM RAND DIXON JUDY CAROL MORTON-ROBERTS VERNA RABAYA SIs0N 
DIANAJ. Hw.z BRIAN EDWARD PARKER JANET LOCKAMY WARREN 
MASTER OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY 
EI.US SCOTrATVIDUR MARIA DIANE HOLZER D0RIANE EVE NIEBURGS 
LIN K. BAUER SUSAN ALYCE JOHNSON MARTIN GORDON O'REILLY 
ELINOR BARBARA DAVIS ELAINE ANN JONES MARGARET ANN ROSE 
JACKJ. DUFFY LAURAJANE LARKIN JAY BRADLEY SAMSON 
JERRY JAMES EVERGREEN KENNETH FOSTER LOHSE MARY DELIA TA.pp 
JOYCE ANN Fox R0UIA MAFAITUUGA ALYSONE J. WARREN 
RAYMOND LOGAN GoErz MARY GRACE MILLER WENDY SUE WENDLAND 
KATHERINE DEBORAH HASKELL BARBARA ELISE MOE 
MASTER OF ARTS IN REHABILITATION 
SUSAN DIANNE COLLINS RAE DALTON HIGHT MIRWvI LEIGH PHILBY 
JC EPHRAIM jR JENNIFER MARIE PEDEN SANDRA J. SMITH-JACOBY 
MEREDITH LENORE STANNARD 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
MEHDI MOHAMEDALADUI ROBERT ANTHONY BAIows STEVEN ROBERT BLIESNER 
MICHAEL DEAN ALEXANDER JEFFREY JAMES BARmE ALEXANDER JAMES BLUM 
PAUL ThOMAS ALLARD TRACY STEVEN BAUMGARTNER ThOMAS RicrD BOJANOWSKI 
ONETA LOUISE DIMLA AMDAHL RICHARI) D. BEAN MARIE LOUISE R. BOoKER 
SURINA KIT-LING AU CATHLEEN ANN BEAUCHAMP CHRISTOPHER LEE BOPP 
LOUIS MJCFIAEL BABICH III MARY Jo BELLFLOWER JULI C. BOWEN 
ALAN M. BACH BiANN BLANKENSHIP DORIS JANE Birr 
Twenty 
lANCE CAMERON BRITTAIN PAULETTE IRENE HELM SHIRLEY ANN MOTON 
WILLIAM DAVID BURGUA DOUGLAS GLENN HELTON JOHN C. MUNN 
KENNETH C. CARLSON ROBERT LoLils HETZEL MARISSA KEI NAKAMURA 
JACK EDWARD COLEMAN THoMAs GORDON HILL BARBARA ANN NELSON 
ROBERT THOMAS CoTToN MA'rH JAMES HIPPJR. CAROliNE KAY NELSON 
DEE A. CROUCH KATHLEEN M. HOFFMAN AIAK ROY NILSEN 
JOEL HOWARD DANNIS ThoMAs EDWARD H0L1.owED CLAYFON BEN NISHIMOTO 
STEVEN MICHAEL DAvour DOUGLAS LEE HOPKINS ANTHONY WAYNE NOBLETF 
DARYT. LEE DELAURENTI Rico H. IMAM SANTOSO WESLEY CiIG OsBoI 
JENNIFER McFAu. DEVOE ARTHUR PETER IODICE JAMES J. OSTER 
ISABELLA MARIA DoxoN ROBERT MYERSYITES ROGER MIc-cL OSTREM 
ROBERT H. DOXSEE DIANE MARI,ENE JACKSON ROSHAN FRANK PRAMOD 
PARIKH 
MARY NELL DRUST KURT MICHAEL JACKSON 
JON LEWIS P.iiuIR 
DANIEL JOSEPH DUPRE DANA ELAINE JAMISON 
CYNTHIA LEE PARMENTER 
KAREN M. DuRI-iM TRACE LYNN JOHNSON 
JON F. PETERSEN 
ROBERT ALLAN EHNI LAWRENCE E. KAISER 
JEFFREY ALLEN Posr 
ROSEMARY MARCH ELL ESPE WII.LIAM JOHN KARRELS 
ALLAN WAYNE PHARR 
KAREN BETH EVANS ALLAN F. KNIGHT 
TIMOTHY ALAN RAINES 
RODNEY C. EVERETF LEONARD S. KONG 
CHRISTOPHER ANDREW REM 
RICHARD DENNIS EVERSON KAMMA LORRAINE KURE 
CHRIS L. R1CIA1soN 
BRUCEJ. FIlTERER FRANCES LINDA LAKE 
WILLIAM DAVID ROrrrH 
TIMOTHY BERTOI:r FREEDMAN WILLIAM JOHN LARKIN III 
ROBERT EUGENE RUTLEDGE 
ROBERTA ARIMA FREEMAN TIMOTHY J. LEAHY 
DENNIS R. SADLOWSKI 
DAN ORAl. FULWILER JOHN LEE 
Au SANAIE 
TONY ERIE FYRQVIST SHARON RAE LEISHMAN 
MARGARKF ANN SANDERSON 
SHAWN LEE GABRIEL PAUL SCOTT LEVI 
ATHAR HAIDAR SHAH 
LEON GiuzA LoRI E. LIGHTLE 
DANIEL ROBERT SHARP 
PAMELA MARIE GISI MICHAELTIMOTHY MACRI 
VINCENT PAUL SIKORSKI 
JEFFREY NEIL GOEDHARD BEVERLY ANN MAINE 
PATRICIA ANN SMIFH 
JEFFREY THOMAS GREENAWAY RODERICK ScOIT MAR 
R. JAMES STANFILL 
DANIEL ERIC GRUDT SHAUN MCAUI.EY 
FRANK GORDON STONE 
VINAY K GUpTA CATHERINE CROSBY 
MCCONNELL JOAN ELLEN STROH 
MICHAEL DOUGLAS HARRIS 
GARY RICHARD MITCHELL ALLAN MICHAEL SULLIVAN 
BLAISE MARTIN HARTMAN 
SHAHIN MOSTARSHED TIMoTHY ALLEN SWANSON 
SUsAN ALICE HASKINS 
Twenty-one 
Master of Business Administration, continued 
LAURA MARIE TORINA JOHN W. WALTER SuSAN LYN WILSON 
GILLES TOUSSAINT MICHAEL VERNON WARREN DEBORAH KAY WINTER 
FRANK HUNG TRAN SHAWN E. WAYFLES HowARD BYEON WONG 
MICHAEL KEITH UoMoTo RONALD LEIGH WILLIAMS LIANE FRANCESYUH 
DALE CAMERON VOTH CIXDE BRUCE WILSoN JEFFREY ALAN ZABEL 
STEVEN MICHAEL WAGNER JEFFREY VAUGHN WILSON 
MASTER OF COUNSELING 
LIlA ELIZABETH ALEXANI)ER SHARoN MARIE EvANs JAMES A NICKERSON 
MARYANN EUZABETH BAILEY MERNIE ZADA GRAHAM KATHLEEN MARIE OSTRANDER 
PATRICIA JEAN BARTHE CYNTHIA A GREENBAUM DOROTHY MARGARET PEARSON 
ALYSON HOLMES ROSEMARY HARER SANDRA LYNN PERKINS 
BATCHELDER-BESTL 
GAIL Thurrr HE[X;ES SANDRA CHAMNESS SCHRAM 
DONNA L. COOMBS 
DouGlAs LEE HOPKINS CAROLYN ANN SOPHER 
DEBRA JEAN DANGELO 
JOYCE JOHNSON MARIir STERN 
KAREN JOHNSON DOLDE 
GAYLE LOUISE LABRUM VALERIE ANN THOMAS 
MILDRED LEHN DONAHUE 
DONALD CHAPMAN MOORE NAOMI RUTH TSUNEYOSHI 
PAMELA JEAN EISEN 
KRISTIE ANN NEKLASON GARY YEE 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
CHRISTINE LAURIE ADKINS THERESA AMELIA KUAIMOKU PATRICIA ANN RIPLEY 
BARBARA GRACE BELL LISLE J. LAFOND VICTORIA L ROBERTS 
MARY TERESA BIGGER JEWEL LEE LAPORTE GRETCHEN W. Si 
EMILIE K. BONNEY MARGARET ANN LEDERER STEVE R. SALISBURY 
CAROL ANNE BRADLEY PEGGY ELLEN LOTZ GLENN GARY SANDE 
STEPHEN LINCOLN BROWN III PATRICIA ELOISE LUND HEIDI F. SHEPHERD 
VICTORIA LEE BUTLER I.AUREITA MARLENE MAIN PAULINE MN SKINNER 
QUN CAO KIMBERLEE ANN MEAD PATRICKL. SOON 
DAWNMARIE ANNTOINEITE COOPER LAURA MN MoNAHAN VERNA MARLYN SWANS-FROM 
ELIZABETH E. DAVIS CHRISTOPHER LYNN MOULTON MAUREEN MN TODD 
AMY WRAY DIETER CYNTHIA THAL MUSCATEL MARYANN MARGARET Too HEY 
FRENNA JEANETFE DODD NGOC Th1-ANH NGUYEN PEGGY LYNN WALTON 
SHELLY A GOOD JANICE RAE NOYEs GLORIA JEAN WARREN 
KAREN NABORS SUE JACKSON COLEEN KEENAN O'BRIEN DIANE DOWNS WATSON 
JOAN CAROLE JACOBSON VICKI HARNESS PALMER JASMIN JOSILYN CYNTHIA WEBB 
DALE HUNTER JOHNSON JUDITH LEE RALSTON MARY CATHERINE WILLIAMS 
JAMES RAYMOND KISTNER JOSEPHINE L. RICHARDSON ANNE SULL[VAN WOLFROM 
1.AIJRIE KAY KRESEVICH MARGARET BURNHAM RICKETFS 
Twenty-two 
MASTER OF MINISTRY 
MARY KATHERINE SCOLES KENNETH VERUN HARTVIGSEN KATHLEEN MARIE SCHIN- 
BENEDICT HOFEN, C.SJ. 
KATHRYN AGNES KOPECKI 
SR. MARY EMILIE BARBARA ANN SCHWERY 
BORMANN, P.B.Y.M. PATRICIA PIERCE IAYDEN 
JAMES M. SHEEHY 
NIKO ANTHONY COLELI.A DIANNE LIV1NGSTONE 
MA1' PATRICIA SMITH. O.S.F. 
MICHAEL JON DANIEI.SON EILEEN J. ROONEY 
MICHAEL G. SMITH 
GRACE DIDOMENICANTONIO SR DELREY RUDNICK 
SI-uoN KATHRYN SMITH 
PHYLLIS LOUISE GRASSER 
PATRICK JAMES WHITE 
MASTER OF PASTORAL MINISTRY 
MARY FRANCES BARKSHIRE MARY EUZABETH LYNCH LOIS ANN RIEHL 
HELEN ThERESE BENDIK,O.P. EILEEN CATHERINE LORRAINE THERESA SCHMAL TZ 
MCCAFFERY-LENT 
GARY L. DILLON VIRGINIA HELEN SCHM,S.SJ. 
MAUREEN ELIZABETH MILLER 
ROSEMARY R FEMING MARY JANE BURKE SIMMONS, H.M. 
PArn STAFFINO MITCHELL 
BARBARA JEAN GROSS. O.S F. I'HLEEN MARIE SLESAR 
MARGARET ANNE PATFEN 
MARGARET HELMIN PATRICIA ME SER 
SR. MARY ELLEN PETRICH 
JEAN MEREDITH HUNTER DOLoREs JAN VALENTOR 
SR. PATRICIA ELLEN PRUNTY 
JENNIFER LUCET JOHNSON SR. MARY FRJSCIL 	 VIGI IA 	 l., R.S.M. 
MARIANNE L. RANSOM 
L ANNE KIM ANNE C. WALCH, OS F. 
BARA JEAN REDER 
ELIZABETH L K0ET NANE HAMILTON WAIDIE 
ANN ElIZABETH REDIG 
KAREN MAE LkSKO VICTORIA LEE WOODS 
ANNE L REGAN 
JANE MARY LORBIECKI, S.S.N.I). CECILY M. YA LkMOTO 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
MAHMOUD MAN AZIM ABDULLAH PAUL MAYFHEW DEVINE CINDY MARIE MCROBERTS 
ABDURHAMAN HA AL-HASSAN KIMBERLY ANN EGGEBRATEN TAMARA A. NACK 
MOHAMMED HAZZA ALHAZZA MARY-LONDON WALKER EWRED GREGG DOUGLAS PROBACH 
CANDACE LAYNE ALLDAFFER KATHLEEN ALLEN FRANCIS CYNTHIA M. PUTNAM 
TAMRA S. CAMPBELL CHR1Sr'NE ANNE FREELOVE SUSAN MARY RAUENHORST 
JAY NELSON CARNEGIE MARIA-ISABEL LONTOK GAIG DAVID ANDREW SANDSTROM 
JUNE CHIYUN CHANG ELIZABETH HALE MICHAEL P. SCHAEFER 
MARTIN HENI CHAw MAUREEN THERESA HII.L JULIA ANN SHORE 
BOBBIE M. DANIELS DIANNE M. HOFF WILLIAM ANDREW WEIR 
WILLIAM CLINTON DAVISJR. DOUGLAS ALAN HUBER PATRICIA MARIE WILSON 
PAL'LA ANN LANGBEHN 
Twenty-three 
MASTER OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
LAURIE FREITAG BARTOLE17I 
	 MARLENE Arn1AN MCGRATH 	 SR. MARIE CHRISTINE PLATEROS 
PATRICIA MARIE HANNI 
	 SR. ANA LncIA 	 CHARLOTTE ANN SUTHERLAND 
PLASENCIA, D.P. 
ROGER GERARI) HA55ETT 
MASTER OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 
DENNIS WAYNE ALGER TERESA Z. JEFFERS ROBERT AlAN PAixs 
STEPHEN GERALD BARNES RoBIor CHARLES KIRCHER JR. BRKIT LEE RAYMOND 
JAMES GEORGE BARON NIRMALA KRISHNAN WILLIAM RICHARD Ross 
ThEODORE E. BECKER ROBERT LAWRENCE LAGGART THOMAS STEVEN RUTCHIK 
PHILIP MAYFIELD BLACK NGOC TRONG LE JAMES EDWARD SNELL 
KENNETH LOUIS COLLINS JIA-JYI LIAN MAX M. STALNAKER 
ThoMAs F. DUNN LAURA LUCILE LONGLEY DIANE MARIE ST0IcK 
STEVEN JAMES GOLDSMITH JOHN FRANCIS MCGEE MARSHA PATRICK TUOL-LY 
SUSAN LEE HALE DALE AiAN NOVSTRUP TAMARA KRISTEN WEITEAMP 
JANET FAYF HENLEY MAURINE REBECCA NYMAN SCO1T A WHITMIRE 
AHMAD REZA YAGHOOBI 
MASTER OF THEOLOGICAL STUDIES 
MARY Ross GALVIN 
SHARON ThERESA Pi< 	 M. VICTORIA SELSER 
JUDITH CAROL. PRESSON 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
JUDITH GAIL JILES 	 CHARLOTTE LOUISE SQUIER 
	
Foii S. WATERSTRAT 
LAWRENCE MCDONALD SCALES 	 WANDA SYNNESTVEDT 
Twenty-four 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
JUDY KAE ALBRECHT 
"A Model for implementing 
Employer-Supported Child Care in 
the Shoreline School District" 
RONALD GENE BARNES 
"School Based Management at the K-ti 
Level: Obstacles to implementation"  
CHRISTINE MANN BOYNTON 
"Responses to Students and Staff 
Members with AIDS in Washington and 
Oregon" 
RIcHARD BRYAN CARTER 
'A Study of the Future Training Needs 
for Small District Superintendents in the 
State of Washington" 
S'rEvEN LAWRENCE CHESTNUT 
"The Use of Planned Organizational 
Change to Integrate Microcomputers 
into the Elementa?y and Secondapy 
Curriculum" 
CAR0I,m MELHOFF ENZLER 
"Teacher Preparation for Secondasy 
Alternative Schools" 
PATRIcIA SWINDLEY GER1NGER 
"Development of Children's Metacogni -
tion Through Parent Development in 
Higher Level Thinking Activity" 
SONJA GREENE HAMPTON 
"identification of Conditions that 
impact the Academic Achievement of 
Afro-American Students in the Area of 
Reading at the Elementa,y Level in 
Seattle Public Schools" 
CARLA ELLEN JACKSON 
"The Role of the School Psychologist in 
Planning for Effective Transition of 
Youth with Disabilities: Critical 
Components and Quality Indicators" 
MARYANN SEPPY JOHNSTON 
"The importance of Leadership 
Development and Training of 
Volunteers Who Work with the Children 
Under Six in the Area of Faith 
Development" 
APRIL ElAINE JONES 
"A Hundred Year Historj of Pasco 
Public Schools: Variation on a Theme 
of Common Schools Development" 
PATRICIA MAR KRUEGER 
"Career Long Development: An 
Assessment of the Career Needs of 
Veteran K-12 Educators in Washington 
Stale" 
ThOMAS CLIFFORD MARRS 
"Administrative Attitudes Toward 
Career Ladder Programs in Washington 
State" 
CINDA Lu STEENHOF 
MORRISON 
"Developing a Model for Enhancing the 
Pride of Middle Level Educators" 
ROBERT DAVID Po'rz 
"Trauma Pastoral Care Trainingfor 
Milita,y Chaplains" 
CHRIS-FINE EDITh PFAFF 
"The Link Between Competition and 
Human Relationships: Women Athletes 
Speak of Competition and Cooperation" 
JORDAN MURRAY REIFEL JR. 
"A Model to increase Aspirations for 
and Access to Postseconda?y Education" 
JOAN REILLY 
"Communication Styles of Nurses and 
Educational implications" 
CHERYL IxNN ROBERTS 
"Developing Effective Strategies 
for Hiring Ethnic-American College 
Graduates: Compliance for 
Com,nitment" 
MY Lou FERRER SCHMIDT 
"Gender Balance and Leadership: A 
Study of Community College Presidents' 
Leadership Described in Gender Related 
Terms" 
NANCY L. SFEPI-IAI'4 
"Mentoring and the Superintendency: 
Critical Functions, Relationship Factors 
and Outcome" 
ROBERT W. THIRSK 
"Changing Student Demographics: 
Implications for Student Support 
Services in Washington Slate's Public 
Colleges and Universities through 1995" 
DENNIS RAY WALLER 
"The Communication Process in Com-
municating Institutional Vision in the 
Academic Community" 
ROGER LEE WOEHL 
"Organizational Change Plans 
Developed by Superintendents New to 
Their Positions in Washington State in 
1987-88: A Two-Year Study" 
JOYCE V. ZERWEKH 
"A Qualitative Description of the 
Competencies of Expert Public Health 
Nurses" 
Twenty-five 
President's Award 	 JOHN R. T0IJF0NGHI 
Awarded to the graduating senior who has maintained the highest scholarship throughout four years. A symbol of 
outstanding achievement, the Presidents Award is an engraved silver tray. 
The Reverend James B. McGoldrick, SJ,  Fellowship 	 JOHN E. MEA, 
The president of the university named John E. Meany, faculty member in the Department of Chemistry, the Reverend James 
B. McGoldrick, SJ,  Fellow for the 1990-91 academic year. This fellowship is given in recognition for his outstanding devotion to 
students, dedication to his profession and promotion of the university's Jesuit ethos. 
Emeritus Recognition 
Seattle University, in sincere and grateful acknowledgement of a lengthy and dedicated career of service to the university and 
its students, is pleased to confer the rank of professor emeritus on: 
NIK0IAsJ. DAMAscus, M.FA - Fine Arts 
WILLIAM A. Guppy. PH.D. - Psychology 
JAMES W. KING, SJ,  S.T.D. - Sociology 
KATHLEEN M.TRESELER. M.N. - Nursing 
Roy P. WAHLE, ED.D. - Education 
Sears-Roebuck Teaching Excellence 
Campus Leadership Award 	 BARBARAYATES, PH.D. 
Presented by the Sears-Roebuck Foundation to recognize the importance of teacher competence as a critical element in 
strengthening undergraduate teaching and learning. 
Honors Program Graduates 
The Seattle University Humanities Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year program is a historically ordered, 
integrated study of the great thinkers of the Western world, designed to created and stimulate a broad appreciation and a critical 
awareness of human thought and achievement in the sociocultural context. After completing the Honors Program, students 
pursue degree requirements in a specific major. 
Kimberly K. Anable, Stacy S. Archibald, Melissa L. Arnzen, Greg A. Beckman Jr., Bent L. Benson, Patrick R. DeMuth, 
Rita A. Dufresne, Elizabeth S. Fitzgibbons, Christopher A. Fox, Laura B. Hanson, Timothy J. Higgins, Colby F. Hoven, 
Matthew R. King, Carla E. Milan, Cristopher J. Morris, William F. Ocampo, Clarke W. Tibbits, William J.  Wolf. 
Commissions 
June, 1990 -- Melissa L.K. Carrico, Transportation Corps; Darin G. Darlington, Military Police Corps; Paul J.  Davis, 
Medical Service Corps; Scott T. Ellison, Transportation Corps; Stephanie A. Kawamoto, Medical Service Corps; Elizabeth E. Krall, 
Army Nurse Corps; Joseph D. Mack, Army Corps of Engineers; David A. Merrill, Infantry; Shawn A. Mesaros, Army Corps of 
Engineers; Debra A. Mohoric, Army Nurse Corps; David G. Putnam, Adjutant General Corps; Elaine-Rose S. Teodoro, Army 
Nurse Corps; Charles Q. Tessaro, Medical Service Corps; Enika M. Tsujikawa, Finance Corps; Margaret M. Wilcox, Aviation 
Corps; William J. Wolf; Military Intelligence. 
Twenty-six 
Student Academic Awards 
John F Kennedy Memorial Prize in Political Science Michael W. Fischer 
Wood row Wilson Award in Public Administration Ross Evan Wiltse 
Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award Michael Thomas 
Albers School of Business Leadership Award Raffi Chamrnassian 
Woodrow R. Clevinger Memorial Award Elizabeth Wong 
Alpha Kappa Psi Scholarship Key Award Clarke Tibbits 
Beta Alpha Psi Outstanding Member Awards Lesia Aragon 
Melissa Arnzen 
Stephen Cummins 
Master of Business Administration Scholarship Award Paul Allard 
Hal Lemon Memorial Award Steven Geertz 
Small Business Administration Award 	 Team 1 Todd R. Sanders 
Susan Newhouse 
David A. Kozak 
Northwest Regional Convention Winners 	 Team 2 John G. McAllister 
Chandra Tollefsen 
Kirk D. Lemoine 
Barry M.James 
Eugene Fabre Awards, presented by Alpha Sigma Nu Paul J. Monahan 
Tina L. Stephenson 
Financial Executives Institute Award Maria Riggs 
Financial Managers Association Award Joseph Smith 
Albers School of Business Scholastic Achievement Award Mary Lahti 
Accounting Alumni and Friends of Seattle University Scholars: 
Brian J. Baldwin, Karen S. Beckman, Paul R. Bridge, Linda J. Hines, Kristin V. Hoey, Glenn M. Lestz, 
Catherine G. Louer, James E. Monahan, Maria D. Riggs, Cara Rookaird, Joseph C.P. Smith, Karreen D. Terries, 
Mark VanCuren, Charles M. Zubrod. 
Twenty-seven 
Student Achievement Awards 
Sigma Theta Tau - Outstanding Nursing Senior Award 	 Barbara Chasan 
University President's Trophy 	 Paul J. Davis 
James B. McGoldrick, Si, Award for Leadership Excellence 	 Debra A. Mohoric 
Seattle University Sabar Award 	 Clark Lystra 
Superior Senior Cadet 	 Paul J. Davis 
Military Order of World Wars —Gold 
	
Timothy D. Hower 
—Silver 	 Robert K. Sisco 
—Bronze 	 Ian D. Clunies-Ross 
American Society of Civil Engineers, Regional Student Paper Competition - Third Place 	 Jeff Qunell 
American Society of Civil Engineers Seattle University/University of Washington 
Student Paper Competition - First Place 	 Kyle Buslach 
Student Service Awards 
Archbishop Hunthausen Service Award 	 Tom Potter 
Segundo Montes Mozo, Si,  Award, presented by the Department of Sociology in honor of Fr. Mozo, SJ. 	 Christina Hightower 
Twenty-eight 
Student Honoraries 
ALPHA SIGMA NU, NATIONAL JESUIT HONOR SOCIETY 
Gary L. Anderson, Kimberly A. Baron, Dana Bisiack, Beatrice Brooks, Fabrice Clouzeau, Valerie Cook, Debra D. Drain, 
Charlotte Danielle Eagleton, Julianne Ferguson, Penelope Rail Geisbush, Tuck Fong Hoo, Beth L. Huebner, Sandra Jundt, 
Victor L. Lee, Linda S. Machia, Joseph P. Manca, Patrick McCurdy, Paul J.  Monahan, Katharine A. Morehead, 
Michelle Marie Mortenson, William F. Ocampo, Nick C. Paths Jr., Catherine M. Palmer, Melanie T. Perry, Nancy Pisconski, 
Sheila Reardon, Daniel A. Richardson, Margarita Marcelo Roco, Mary Rose Schoenmakers, Kathleen G. Stimpson, 
Jeffrey David Summer, Miles Edward Taylor, Michael David Thomas, James T. Thorburn, Rachel Wyman. 
ALPFII PHI SIGMA, NATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE SOCIETY 
Tamatha Alvarez, Jerry Campbell, Frank Condello, Debra Drain, Anastasia French, Marcia Greenwell, Diana Kautz, 
Robert Kenner, Deborah Lynch, Tanguy Martin, Neil McDonagh, Paul McHugh, Peter Montemyer, Richard Neimer, 
Sean OLoughlin, Lance Philliber, Monica Sandana, Laurie Shaw, Sarah Shorett, Penny Tracy, James Thorburn, David Williams, 
Rachel Wyman. 
BETA ALPHA PSI, NATIONAL ACCOUNTING HONORARY 
Lesia M. Aragon, Melissa L. Arnzen, BrianJ. Baldwin, Philip S. Ballata, Paul R. Bridge, Pamela L. Butler, 
David L. Christensen, Stephen M. Cummins, Tammy A. Frasier, Christopher M. Gehrig, Peter Henley, Linda J. Hines, 
David G. Hoagland, Christina Huff, Leslie E. Keller, Mary Jo Kenner, Robert Kristjanson, Catherine G. Louer, 
Todd E. Macomber, John G. McAllister, James E. Monahan, Karen V. Parks, David G. Putnam, Si-Chin Sim, Andrew H. Smith, 
Conan C. Thornhill, David R. Toll, Charles M. Zubrod. 
BETA BETA BETA, NATIONAL UNDERGRADUATE BOILOGY HONORARY 
Leslie Bontecou, Berhan Ghermay, Timnit Ghermay, Kathryn McDonald, Bridget Thurston, Cynthia Wagner, 
David Kuligowski, Patrick Finerty, Kate Brewe, April Carr. 
BETA GAMMA SIGMA, NATIONAL BUSINESS HONOR SOCIETY 
Paul Allard, Melissa Arnzen, Louis Babich, Brian Baldwin, Leslie Barich, Cathleen Beauchamp, Bent Benson, 
Steven Bliesner, Mary Nell Drust, Daniel Dupré, Stephen Geertz, Jeffrey Goedhard, Joshua Gotkin, Vinay Gupta, 
Barbara Harrison, Kevin Hay, Tuck Fong Hoo, Kurt Jackson, Mary Lahti, Francie Lake, Michael Logan, Michelle Mortensen, 
Shirley Moton Lacy, Caroline Nelson, Danthanh Nguyen, Alan Nilsen, Joesph Opong, James Oster, Roshan Parikh, 
C. Lee Parmeriter, David Paul, David Perara, Michelle Plummer, David Putnam, Christopher Reh, Phaedra Russell, 
Margaret Sanderson, Vincent Sikorski, Sichim Sun, Michael Thomas, Clarke Tibbits, Anna Tucci, Jennifer Tutmark, 
Giovanna Venero, Jennifer Weiher, Ronald Williams, Susan Wilson, Lier Elizabeth Wong, Sandra Worden, Charles Zubrod. 
PSI CHI, NATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY HONOR SOCIETY 
Carla Jo Benoit, Penelope Rail Geisbush, Deborah Schuyler Hudson, Debora Rae Jones, Ann E. Kiobutcher, Unda Machia, 
Kathleen C. McClaskey, Sharon Lynn OKlein, 
 Susan Russell, Mary R. Schoenmakers, Shari Stoican, Jeffrey D. Summer. 
SIGMA P1 SIGMA, NATIONAL PHYSICS HONOR SOCIETY 
Christopher Barker, Han-Chye Ho, Melissa Johnson, Paul Pelligrino, David Pietromonaco, Jason Wetzel. 
SIGMA THETA TAU, NATIONAL NURSING HONOR SOCIETY 
Barbara Chasan, Carolee Drllevich, Patricia Stellar, Barbara Brozusky, Anna Marti, Debra Mohoric, Mary Schlater, 
Elizabeth Krall, Tracy Ott, Shelly West. 
TAU BETA P1, NATIONAL ENGINEERING HONOR SOCIETY 
Andy Allen, Elgin Anderson, Gary Anderson, Rick Baxter, Tom Campell, Stan Can, Terry Carter, Richard Clark, 
Dennis De Guzman, Dan Gendreau, Don Gardner, Alexander Hart, Tuong Hoang, Don Houghton, Chris Jellen, Jose Lau, 
John Leung, Song Lim, Roy Morris, Phillip Nguyen, Robert Olson, Matt Paine, Tim Pickett, David Pietromonaco, Jeff Qunell, 
Rekha Rabadia, Ken Rabold, Katherine Schirkofsky, Nigel Sharma, Mark Soto, Dale Splett, Gaylord Stewart, Christopher Taylor, 
Scott Thunem, Matthew Wade, Samuel Wilson. 
Twenty-nine 
Sch ola rsh is 
Seattle University offers many scholarships, thanks to the generosity of our donors. We have listed only those 
scholarship recipients who are graduating seniors. 
AETNA FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIP: Rebecca L. Schiager 
ALUMNI DEPARTMENT SCHOLARSHIPS: Brian J. Baldwin, Johanna D. Hernandez, David V. Pietromonaco 
ARTHUR ANDERSEN AND CO. SCHOLARSHIP: Danthanh H. Nguyen, Tam B. Pham 
ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIPS: Kenneth R. Brooks, Petra Gagnon, Timnit Ghermay, Lisa Marie Hill, Stephanie A. Rasic, 
Timothy L. Zylstra 
GERALD BEEZER SCHOLARSHIP: Joanne D. Halverson 
BOEING ENGINEERING SCHOLARSHIP: Thomas V. Larson 
BOEING MINORITY SCHOLARSHIP: Hieu Huu Hoang 
ALMA AND GILL CENTIOLI SCHOLARSHIP: Nancy S. Pisconski 
CENTRAL AREA SCHOLARSHIP: Caprice D. Jones 
CHEVRON MERIT SCHOlARSHIP: David V. Pietromonaco 
CODD SCHOLARSHIP: Pamela Rowell 
LOUELLA COOK SCHOLARSHIP: John R. Toutonghi 
COTHRJN SCHOLARSHIP: Carla J. Benoit, Catherine Louer, Rachel S. Wyman 
JOHN R. DUULIO SCHOLARSHIP: Gregory A. Beckman 
JOHN R. ERICKSON SCHOLARSHIP: Jeff Qunell 
FARMERS INSURAJ'4CE CORPORATION SCHOLARSHIP: Solveig E. Barnett, Celia D. Eligio, Michelle M. Mortenson, 
Neil S. Nisco, Michael D. Thomas 
HAAS SCHOLARSHIP: Ann Marie Beringer, Linda D. Flannery 
HEARST MERIT FUND SCHOLARSHIP: Andrew J.  Allen, Ann M. Bunger, Michele M. Clarke, Deborah Hudson, Laura Keamy 
HONORS PROGRAMS SCHOLARSHIPS: Patrick M. Buckley, James F. Chartier, Tracy L. Dye, Kathleen M. Fiehrer, 
Cassandra D. Fowler, Richard B. Harmon, Jennifer A. Hokanson, Eryn M. Huntington, Shari L. Huntington, 
Thomas S. Keener, Jeffrey M. Maxwell, Kim A. Mclntire, Bertrand R. Norman, Leanne M. Ohlin, Thomas C. Roberts, 
Peter P. VanMieghem II, Erich C. Wyman, Michael M. Wyman 
IGO SCHOLARSHIP: Michael K. Allen, Darin G. Darlington, Frederick Z. Fermin, Beth L. Huebner, Samantha V. Malay 
ITS AWARD: Gary L. Dillon, Mary R. Galvin, Sharon Theresa Park, M. Victoria Selser 
KENNEDY SCHOLARSHIP: Paul R. Bridge, Danielle K. Buckman, Frederick Z. Fermin, James D. Franklin, Daniel R. Gendreau, 
Ninette Marak, Jim R. Monroe, William F. Ocampo, Rekha Viral Rabadia, Giovanna K. Venero, David C. Williams 
JOSEPH A. MAGUIRE, Si, SCHOLARSHIP: Rebecca M. Reed 
McCLEARY SCHOLARSHIP: Pamela Rowell, Joseph K. Skillings 
THIELINE McCONE SCHOLARSHIP: Linda S. Machia, Deborah A. Moore 
MURPHY SCHOLARSHIP: Helena Kheang 
NAEF SCHOLARSHIP: Brian J. Baldwin, Gregory A. Beckman, Timnit Ghermay, Joshua A. Gotkin, Matthew R. King, 
Kathleen C McClaskey, Matt A. Paine, David Paul, Maria Liza B. Romero, Aimee D. Solove, Mark D. Soto, 
'l'ina Stephenson, Clarke Tibbits, Jennifer A. Tutmark, Claire E. Ziegler 
NELSON SCHOLARSHIP: Kimberly K. Anable, James Buttitta, Katrina M. Chaffee, Lelyn D. Curameng, Clarise M. Gavin, 
Kristine L. Henry, Sharon M. LaCrosse, Linda S. Machia, Jondra G. McKay, Laurie A. Meckley, Phuong Ba Nguyen, 
Tracy L. Ott, Tim W. Pickett, Jeff Qunell, Kenneth F. Rabold, Raymond Snaring, Shelly Sonhui Yim 
RAINIER BANCORPORATION SCHOLARSHIP: Irma E. Corley, Linda Hines, Sandra M. Jundt, Stanley D. Valdry 
ROTC AIR FORCE SCHOlARSHIP: JenniferJ. Smith 
ROTC ARMY SCHOLARSHIPS: Melissa Carrico, Darn Darlington, Paul Davis, Stephanie Kawamoto, Elizabeth Krall, 
Joseph Mack, David Merrill, Shawn Mesaros, Debra Mohoric, David Putnam, Elaine-Rose Teodoro, Charles Tessaro, 
Erika Tsujikawa, William Wolf 
TILLIE AND ALFRED SHEMANSKI SCHOLARSHIP: James T. Thorburn 
VALENTE SCHOLARSHIP: Melissa Dawn Johnson 
WARD SCHOLARSHIP: Paul R. Bridge, Cheryl L. Buchanan, Christopher Fox, Mark D. Soto 
ANNE AND FRANK WEST SCHOLARSHIP: James Buttitta, Helena Kheang 
RONALD WILBY SCHOLARSHIP: Jana A. Barber 
Thirty 
University Governance 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
James C. Pigott, Chair 	 Leo J. Hindery Jr. 	 Rosanne Royer 
Genevieve Albers 	 Rhoady Lee Jr. 	 Judith M. Runstad 
Emmett H. Carroll, SJ 	 Paul L. Locatefli, SJ 
	 William J. Sullivan, SJ 
John D. Durbin 	 John McMiIlan 
	 Joseph A. Tetlow, SJ 
John W. Ellis 	 Hany Mullikin 
	 Daniel C. Weber, SJ 
Patrick Fahey 	 Robert D. O'Brien 	 TA. Wilson 
Joseph Gafiney 	 Lammert B. Otten, SJ 
	 Francis P. Wood, SJ 
John Getzehnan 	 Donald G. Phelps 	 Ann Wyckoff 
BOARD OF REGENTS 
James D. Dwyer, Chair 	 Walter T. Hubbard 
	
Charles E. Riley 
Joseph K. Able 	 James T. Hughes 	 Thomas W. Roach 
ThomasJ. Bannan, Emeritus 	 Pat Isaksen 	 Millie Russell 
John A. Beyer Sr. 	 D. John Jolly 	 Valerie Ryan 
Eugene Brenner 	 Kenyon Kellogg 	 Mary Ann Sauvage 
Cliff Burglin 	 Colleen Kinerk 
	
Michael J.  Schreck 
Dennis M. Colleran 	 Rhoady Lee Sr. 	 S. Josef Selak 
Dorothy Cordova 	 Dorothy Lynch 	 Boyd Sharp 
Joseph R. Curtis 	 Gordon A. McHenry Jr. 	 Lois Spellman 
Ralph M. Davis 	 Michael McHugh 
	
Kip Toner 
Michael E. Dennehy 	 John A. Moga 	 John R. Walsh Jr. 
Brian Ducey 	 William G. Moran Sr. 	 Robert Weber 
Ann Farrell 
	
Dan W. Murphy 	 William Weisfield 
Virgil Fassio 	 Stephen Norman 	 Frederic S. Weiss 
Carlos Flohr 	 Thomas O'Connell 
	
James Williams 
Vincent A. Gervais 	 William Pettit 	 William P. Woods, Emeritus 
John D. Hough 	 Daniel C. Regis 	 Carol Wright 
WilliamJ. Sullivan, SJ,  Ph.D., D.D. 
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Student Development 
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UNWERSITY ADMINISTRATION 
Edward J.  Jennerich, Ph.D. 
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Programs and Planning 
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Dean, School of Education 
Kathleen E. Korthuis, Ph.D. 
Dean, School of Nursing 
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